Dear Student,
Protecting health and life of our dormitory community has become a top priority in the current
epidemic emergency. This requires increased attention, patience and cooperation from everyone.
Therefore, please read my suggestions below carefully and follow the rules to protect the
community and yourself.
Rules for dormitory cohabitation in case of a pandemic:
1.
PREVENTION is essential. Regarding dormitory residents, it means that they are aware of
their own responsibility and they DO NOT go out or travel (e.g. to Budapest parties, sightseeing,
etc.) because it increases the risk of spreading infection in the community.
2.
Regular cleaning and disinfection are extremely important! Please take care of your
immediate surroundings, clean your room regularly and the shared kitchen before and after use
(spray kitchen cleaners e.g. Sanytol, CIF, WellDone, FloraSept, Frosch)
3.
Shared kitchens in Building "A" and Building "B" can be used between 07:00 a.m. and 23:00
p.m. every day. The kitchens are closed at night. We limit the use of the kitchen in order to protect
the health of the community, and every member of the community has to cooperate to manage
this temporarily difficult situation. Maximum 3 people can be in one kitchen at the same time and
if possible, they should wear a face mask and gloves. Please follow the specifications posted on
the kitchen doors. We are trying to find a feasible solution while reducing the risk of infection.
4.

The café in Building B offers:
• The product range has been expanded, raw materials for cooking, fresh vegetables and
fruits are also available.
• Hot meals are constantly available, various fish and chicken dishes, pizza and gyros are still
available. If possible, please take away hot meals from here instead of cooking in the shared
kitchen!

5.
Please DO NOT invite your friends and mates to the dormitory, not even if would you meet
outside/in open air. Only dormitory residents can stay in the dormitory area and use the dormitory
facilities. The café in Building B and the toilets cannot be used by outsiders.
6.
If the weather changes to good for outdoor cooking, please apply for a fire permission
(https://kollegium.szie.hu/documents), which should be sent to boros.andrea@gfh.szie.hu for
approval. The person who applied for the fire permission is solely responsible for it, and if the
University Police is conducting an inspection, the signed permission must be presented on the
telephone. One permission is valid for one event and the person who received the permission (it’s
addressed to him/her) should remain on site until the fire is extinguished.
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